Abstract-Audio sentiment analysis using automatic speech recognition is an emerging research area where opinion or sentiment exhibited by a speaker is detected from natural audio. It is relatively underexplored when compared to text based sentiment detection. Extracting speaker sentiment from natural audio sources is a challenging problem. Generic methods for sentiment extraction generally use transcripts from a speech recognition system, and process the transcript using text-based sentiment classifiers. In this study, we show that this baseline system is suboptimal for audio sentiment extraction. Alternatively, new architecture using keyword spotting (KWS) is proposed for sentiment detection. In the new architecture, a text-based sentiment classifier is utilized to automatically determine the most useful and discriminative sentiment-bearing keyword terms, which are then used as a term list for KWS. In order to obtain a compact yet discriminative sentiment term list, iterative feature optimization for maximum entropy sentiment model is proposed to reduce model complexity while maintaining effective classification accuracy. A new hybrid ME-KWS joint scoring methodology is developed to model both text and audio based parameters in a single integrated formulation. For evaluation, two new databases are developed for audio based sentiment detection, namely, YouTube sentiment database and another newly developed corpus called UT-Opinion Opinion audio archive. These databases contain naturalistic opinionated audio collected in real-world conditions. The proposed solution is evaluated on audio obtained from videos in youtube.com and UT-Opinion corpus. Our experimental results show that the proposed KWS based system significantly outperforms the traditional ASR architecture in detecting sentiment for challenging practical tasks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T EXT based sentiment detection is an established field in natural language processing (NLP). Sentiment analysis / opinion mining, analyzes peoples opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions towards entities such as products, services, organizations, individuals, issues, events, topics, and their attributes [23] . There is an enormous amount of opinionated data in the social media and on the Web in the form of Twitter, Facebook, message boards, blogs, and user forums [1] , [2] , [5] , [6] , [23] , [44] . The decision making process of people is affected by the opinions formed by a wide range of thought leaders and ordinary people over the web. Amazon, Yahoo, Google and various other personalized websites are a significant resource for obtaining opinions concerning products of any kind. Many consumers form their decision to buy a product dependent on feedback from online reviews. This information not only helps ordinary people make decisions, but also provides indicators for companies about the reception of a product, or a political context, to understand the mood of people regarding an ongoing social/cultural/political/economic issue. Typically, a given text is classified to exhibit positive, negative or neutral sentiment [6] , [9] - [11] , [22] - [27] , [29] , [30] , [36] , [37] . This form of automatic classification has numerous applications such as measuring public opinion/sentiment using Twitter feed, analyzing online product reviews, understand mass social human behavior over a topic, product or an event [7] , [8] , [15] - [18] . Text based reviews form only one of the many ways people can express their sentiment/opinion about products or social issues. Audio/Video is also a prominent method to express opinions. Millions of videos on YouTube [65] are about products and movie reviews, product un-boxing, political, social issue analysis and opinions on them. There are many audio platforms on the Internet where individuals express their opinions. Also, the audio mode is more powerful than text for many situations because they provide richer cues of the speaker regarding their opinions. This vast resource is untapped and extracting sentiment/opinion of society about specific products or mass opinion regarding social or political situations will be very useful for information analysis. Detecting sentiment in audio is still an unexplored area.
Speech based sentiment extraction is an emerging and challenging field. In this study, robust methods are presented to extract sentiment/opinion from natural audio sources. A hybrid system is developed which utilizes a robust Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system in tandem with NLP based sentiment analysis techniques to detect sentiment of audio streams. Unlike text based sources, audio sources have a high degree of variability both in terms of expressing opinion as well as the mode of expression of the opinion. There are a range of challenges for sentiment extraction in highly natural speech sources including:
1) Domain and Vocabulary: The speaker can express opinions about any topic, (e.g., products, movies, politics, social issues, games, etc.) Hence the ASR system should be efficient to handle a wide range of domains and vocabulary. The language model should be comprehensive. 2) Speaker Variability and Speaker Accents: ASR system should be robust to speaker variability which includes a wide range of English accents from all over the world. 3) Noisy Audio and Channels: Inconsistent recording equipment and different mode/distance of recording, inconsistent acoustic and background environment conditions make the sentiment detection problem challenging. Also, background music/talk, intentional music mixing, reverberation issues make the problem harder. 4) Natural and Spontaneous: Detecting audio sentiment in natural and spontaneous speaker settings and various speaker interactive scenarios (i.e., 1-way, 2-way, public speech etc.) is challenging. Given the explosive increase of online videos on product reviews, un-boxing, politics, sports, culture, etc. on websites such as YouTube.com, Vimeo, News broadcasting, Daily Motion, Twitch and Vine, automatic audio sentiment detection technology would be useful in collecting and summarizing information for users. Fig. 1 , shows all various aspects of the baseline and proposed audio based sentiment detection. There are three core subsystems. First one is the offline text based sentiment model generation, the second is the ASR based sentient detection system forming our baseline system, and finally the third is a proposed system using audio Keyword Spotting (KWS) approach. Each block is explained in detail in subsequent sections. Robust sentiment model development is explained in Section III. Next, many strategies for audio sentiment detection using speech recognition are presented. In Section IV, a continuous speech recognition system is developed for this purpose. Advantages and disadvantages of the formulated preliminary sub-tasks based on the baseline ASR transcript have previously been explored in tandem speech sentiment system discussed in [12] , [13] . In reality, accurate sentiment detection generally relies on a small fraction of the speech recognition transcript, because sentiment bearing vocabulary tends to be sparse in spoken opinions. For example, in a statement like "I watched Game of Thrones last night and it was wonderful", only 1 word out of 11 conveys the some sort of sentiment. While this may not be true for every utterance sequence, sparseness is generally prevalent in spoken comments. Given this nature of spoken comments, it would be reasonable to assume that sentiment detection is tolerant of moderate word error rates (WERs), and this is precisely what we observed in our previous study [13] . In other words, sentiment detection accuracy depends on being able to reliably detect and recognize a very focused vocabulary in the spoken comment audio stream. Therefore, keyword spotting (KWS) technology is expected to be better suited for sentiment detection, as opposed to full-transcript ASR. In this study, a detailed analysis and KWS sentiment system development is presented in Section V. A new hybrid ME-KWS audio sentiment modeling method is also proposed. In this study, the proposed system is evaluated on two different corpora: UT-Opinion and videos from YouTube.com. The UT-Opinion (Section VII-B) is a new corpus specifically collected for the purpose of audio sentiment detection. The corpus contains interview style data, where subjects give their opinion on various topics in natural settings around a university campus. YouTube database (Section VII-A ) is a collection of videos from youtube.com which was carefully chosen for the purpose of sentiment research. Our experimental results show that the proposed KWS framework significantly outperforms the conventional ASR approach on both datasets. Results and analysis are presented in Section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND
Sentiment analysis can be classified mainly into the following four categories, a) Document-level sentiment analysis: The sentiment is generated on the overall document/review level. This is a global analysis. References include: [39] , [42] , [45] , [46] ; b) Sentence-level sentiment analysis: This gives a microlevel sentiment assessment for every sentence. This is effectively a local analysis. References include: [47] - [49] c) Aspect-based sentiment analysis: This gives a sentiment variation in both a local and global level. Aspect-based sentiment analysis focuses on the recognition of all sentiment expressions within a given document, and the aspects/objects to which they refer [41] , [51] . It is possible to have varying local sentiment with one overall document assessed value.
d) Comparative sentiment analysis: Extracting opinion in reviews where a product is compared with other product [60] (e.g.,: Google search is better than Yahoo).
The first step in development is to pre-process text using linguistic tools such as stemming, tokenization, parts-of-speech tagging, entity extraction, and relation extraction depending on classification technique [14] , [51] , [63] . Once we have the features generated, next comes classification. There are two main approaches to document level sentiment analysis: supervised learning and unsupervised learning. The supervised approach assumes there is a finite set of classes into which the document should be classified, and training data exists for each class including positive and negative, with neutral being an option (i.e., a 2-class or 3-class system ). Using various supervised methods such as Maximum Entropy [21] , SVM [40] , Naive Bayes [40] , Logistic Regression, or KNN, features can be learned to classify the sentiment exhibited. There are also unsupervised approaches to document-level sentiment analysis using semantic orientation of specific phrases within the document. Most methods use supervised approaches to classify the sentences into the two classes. The above techniques are used for document level classification. There are very new methods using Neural Networks [52] , [54] and Recursive Neural Tensor Network (RNTN) [49] which analyze sentiment at the sentence level. Of all these methods, we use the ME based document level sentiment detection strategy in this research.
III. MAXIMUM ENTROPY TEXT SENTIMENT DETECTION
Maximum Entropy (ME) is a multinomial logistic regression method that predicts the probabilities of different possible outcomes of a categorically distributed dependent variable, given a set of independent variables. Maximum Entropy models offer a way to combine diverse pieces of contextual evidence in order to estimate the probability of a certain linguistic class occurring with a certain linguistic context. This is achieved by estimating the probability of class a occurring with context b [21] . To develop the ME sentiment models, relevant features that reflect both positive or negative sentiment from the text are extracted and trained.
Maximum entropy based sentiment system is an effective approach for discriminative learning of features. This can be used in huge database scenarios to develop probabilistic models that can predict sentiment effectively. Sentiment analysis typically predicts positive, negative or neutral sentiment given a sentence. In this study, we consider sentiment classification as a two-class problem, (i.e., Positive vs. Negative classification), and the Maximum Entropy based approach is used to develop the sentiment classifier. Fig. 2 shows the methodology used to develop the text sentiment models. In what follows, each step is explained in detail. Table I shows a sample product review from the website amazon.com, along with the corresponding star rating. The star rating is an objective measurement of sentiment on a 1-to-5 point scale, where greater and lesser number of stars correspond to positive and negative sentiment, respectively. It is common practice to use a star rating as ground truth for reviews. In this study, reviews with greater and lesser than 3 stars are assumed to convey positive and negative sentiment, respectively. Comments with 3 star ratings are discarded as they tend to be a mixed Steps for generating sentiment models using the proposed Iterative Maximum Entropy Optimization algorithm. Using a sentiment rich text database, parts-of-speech tags (i.e., Adjective, Verb, Adverb, Nouns combinations) are used to extract sentiment features. Iterative Maximum Entropy Optimization is used to learn sentiment classification models. In this study, we generate four variations of sentiment classification models.
A. Sentiment Feature Representation and Generation
collection of both positive and negative comments, and can be disruptive for training.
In the first step towards feature extraction, we extract words and word combinations which potentially depict sentiment. This is done by parsing the raw text using a part-of-speech (POS) tagger. As shown in Fig. 2 , we use Stanford's Log-linear POS tagger system [62] , [63] . After tagging, words and word combinations formed by particular combinations of adjective (JJ), Verb (V*), Adverb (RB*) and Noun (N) are extracted as sentiment bearing features. In particular, the following regular expressions Star rating is binarized depending on the star value (Range: 0-5) which acts as ground truth. Sentiment feature vector is extracted from each review using POS tagger followed by sentiment model training. Table I shows this process of extracting sentiment bearing features for the sample text. The automatically identified features are shown in bold face. In this study, a large dataset derived from various online sources is used to extract the mentioned sentiment bearing features (more details about the dataset can be found in Section VI). In the next section, we explain how the ME classifier is trained using sentiment bearing features.
B. Maximum Entropy Classifier
We use Maximum Entropy to determine the comment sentiment polarity given the textual sentiment features as input [19] , [20] , [29] . Let y j be the sentiment where y j ∈ Y and Y ≡ {positive, negative} is the set of sentiment polarities. In this case j has two values (positive and negative). Let x k be kth textual sentiment feature, then function f i is defined as:
Equation (1) hypothesizes the relation between a feature present in the review text, and the corresponding review rating. Sentiment features from each review with the corresponding sentiment truth (1 or 0) is applied as input to the classifier which learns over many instances of the feature. Applying an evidence based modeling technique such as ME the relationship can be estimated quantitatively. The ME technique can predict the rating of the review y j from features x k by using:
where, Z λ (x) is a normalizing term, and λ ij are weights assigned to the function f i .
C. Feature Selection
All feature combinations noted in the previous section do not contribute to the sentiment accuracy equally. In order to better understand the relative strengths of feature combinations, we performed experiments where four different groups of features were used to build sentiment detection models. In particular, the following groups were used: (a) All POS tags combinations are employed as features, (b) All POS tag combinations except features that use noun POS tags, (c) All POS tag combinations except features that use noun and verb POS tags, and (d) All POS tag combinations except features that use verb POS tags. Four different sentiment classification models were built using these four feature groups. By comparing the sentiment accuracy of these models using a common evaluation set, it was found that the system that uses feature group (b) provided the highest accuracy, and the system that uses feature group (a) provided the least accurate model. This suggests that noun-based features can potentially reduce sentiment detection accuracy, and therefore we use feature group (b) for the remainder of this study. To see further experimental details, interested readers can review our previous work [13] .
D. Iterative Maximum Entropy Feature Optimization
Even after removing noun based features (as described in the previous section), the sentiment bearing feature set is rather large, (i.e., we obtain more than 322,000 sentiment features on our datasets). Such a large feature set can be somewhat redundant for audio based sentiment recognition, as automatic speech recognition solutions typically use relatively smaller vocabulary. In other words, the output transcript (even if we were to obtain 100% accurate transcripts) would never contain certain features due to restricted ASR vocabulary. Experimental tests on text based sentiment detection show that reducing the size of the feature set adversely impacts accuracy. Therefore, there is a need to reduce the size of the feature set in a manner such that the most discriminative and effective features are retained, thereby minimizing the impact of accuracy of the sentiment detection models. This motivates the development of an Iterative Maximum Entropy Feature Optimization, where we develop a new iterative method to reduce feature set size while retaining the most effective features for sentiment detection.
Features with lower frequency may give a good classification probability in MaxEnt, but being rare it doesn't contribute significantly to the model sentiment like high frequency features. Pruning higher frequency features will be costlier than pruning features with lower frequency. Previously published Iterative Maximum Entropy Optimization method in [53] , prunes the features by varying MaxEnt probability threshold margins in each iteration. By doing so many high frequency features were relatively nearer to equi-probable point than rarely occurring features were pruned (they occurred in both positive and negative reviews in large numbers). Hence, to avoid high frequency feature loss which could contribute to develop an efficient discriminative sentiment model a new iterative pruning method based on feature frequency is proposed.
First, all 322,000 sentiment features are rank-ordered by their frequency of occurrence using a dataset of 72 million reviews obtained by CRSS-UTDallas from all the sources mentioned in Section VI. Let N i be the cutoff for the ith iteration, where N i > 0. Features that have frequency of occurrence greater than or equal to N i are chosen for training the sentiment model M i . We increase the cutoff value by 25 for every iteration, (i.e., N i+1 = N i + 25, where N 1 = 0). Therefore, all the features are used for training in the first iteration and the size of the sentiment detection model decreases with every iteration, as we discard more features from training. Since the original feature is rank ordered by frequency of occurrence, we start with removing the most rarely occurring features first. Hence, we expect to see minimum impact on accuracy along with significant reduction in overall feature set size in the initial iterations. Subsequently, with more iterations, we expect to see an increasing impact on accuracy as more low quality features are removed from training. For speech based sentiment detection, we want to choose the sentiment model that balances feature set size with accuracy. Fig. 4 shows model accuracy vs. feature set size along with number of iterations (i) and corresponding feature cutoff (N i ). The training starts with a minimum cutoff frequency of 0 and was increased up-to 1300 with a step size of 25 (as explained previously). It can be seen from the figure that the feature set size reduces significantly from about 322 K to 60 K (absolute reduction of 262 K) during the first few iterations (i ≤ 5), with accuracy decreasing only from 91.7% to 91.5% (absolute reduction of 0.2%). In other words, the loss in accuracy is marginal but the reduction in feature set is significant. In subsequent iterations (i > 5), the accuracy falls much more sharply, and the feature set size reduction is relatively smaller. For example, for iteration i = 53, the model accuracy is 90.6% (about 1.1% absolute reduction), with a feature set size of about 10 K (an absolute reduction of about 312 K). When compared to the previously proposed probability margin based pruned sentiment model the new sentiment model developed using frequency based pruning saw a 1.4% relative increase in text based sentiment classification accuracy.
In this manner, the proposed Iterative Maximum Entropy Feature Optimization algorithm provides smaller models that are more easily used with ASR with only a minimal impact on sentiment detection accuracy. In fact, models under 60 K as a feature set size are usable with speech recognizers as the feature set vocabulary can be absorbed into the ASR vocabulary while keeping the ASR vocabulary size manageable. In this study, we use feature sets with sizes below 64 K for audio sentiment recognition experiments.
IV. BASELINE SENTIMENT DETECTION FOR AUDIO
A simple way to perform sentiment detection for audio data is to process ASR output transcripts through a text-based sentiment detection system (such as the ME method described in previous sections). In this study, this system constitutes the baseline for audio based sentiment detection experiments. Fig. 1 gives an overview of how ASR based sentiment extraction works. The automatic speech recognition (ASR) system used in this study is the KALDI speech recognition system [72] . The acoustic models are trained using a mix-style approach, where acoustic data from multiple corpora are used. We have used Conversational Telephone Corpora consisting of Switchboard and Fisher corpora to train our acoustic models. The above corpora constitutes around 2000 hours of speech data. Part of the training data is corrupted with additive noise at various SNRs (signal to noise ratio) to create a mixture of clean and noisy conditions (to mimic various kinds of noises like office, fan, cafeteria, car road which we expect to see in the evaluation corpora used in this study). The acoustic models use Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) along with deep neural networks (DNNs). The ASR vocabulary size is about 120 K words. The vocabulary contained in the 64 K sentiment feature set (described in previous sections) is part of the ASR vocabulary. Additionally, the language model for the ASR is trained on data from two sources, namely, CTS (conversational telephone speech) corpora and reviews dataset (described in Section VI). Triphone language models are trained using various text sources like Switchboard [73] , Fisher [74] and UW191 [75] (191 M) words collected from the web by the University of Washington) and entire six sentiment corpora explained in Section VI. Altogether, the combined text dataset for language model training contained more than 1 billion words. In this manner, the language context of the sentiment features is captured in the language model.
The ASR uses a 2-pass decoding strategy, where an fMLLR transform is estimated in the first pass and used to normalize the MFCCs. In the second pass, the normalized MFCCs are used with DNN models to obtain the output recognition lattice. Subsequently, one-best transcripts are obtained from the lattice. Finally, the one-best transcripts are analyzed by the Maximum Entropy sentiment detection model described in Section III-D to obtain the sentiment decision for the audio file.
V. PROPOSED KEYWORD SPOTTING SENTIMENT DETECTION SYSTEM FOR AUDIO
Sentiment bearing terms are relatively sparse in both speech and text. Therefore, a large majority of the ASR transcript, (as well as the errors in the transcript), have limited impact on sentiment detection accuracy. When compared to ASR, Keyword Spotting (KWS) provides the ability to focus on relevant terms and phrases, and ignore irrelevant (from an application perspective) background text. Therefore, it is suggested that KWS would be better suited for sentiment detection as opposed to employing full ASR transcripts directly.
In order to further explain the above mentioned argument, we present a simple experiment that demonstrates the impact of ASR WER (word error rate) on sentiment detection. In this experiment, we add controlled amounts of substitution errors (to simulate a required word error rate) in our text based evaluation dataset. While simulating substitution errors, words were randomly chosen and replaced by other words from the ASR vocabulary. This process generates various noisy versions of the evaluation dataset. Using our best sentiment detection model, we then compute sentiment detection accuracy for these noisy variants, and compare this accuracy to the original clean version. Fig. 5 shows sentiment detection accuracy obtained on noisy variants of the evaluation dataset vs. the amount of controlled WER introduced in the transcript. This shows the tolerance of sentiment detection to ASR word errors. It can be seen that as simulated WER increases from 0% to 80%, there is a gradual, almost linear drop in average sentiment detection accuracy from 91.7% to 80%. When simulated WER increases beyond 80%, we see a sharp decrease in accuracy (and the system reaches random performance, (i.e., 50%) at 100% simulated WER). This simple experiment shows that automatic sentiment detection in audio can tolerate high amounts of WER. In other words, successful sentiment detection depends on finding the few effecting sentiment relaying terms/phrases. This finding is fur- Fig. 5 . A plot of the variation in sentiment detection accuracy vs. simulated word error rate (WER). The trend suggests that only a small fraction of words can effectively determine sentiment, and most words are irrelevant from a detection perspective. This implies that KWS may be a feasible and superior solution for sentiment detection over ASR.
ther strengthened by empirical observations that sentiment bearing terms are relatively rare in text and audio (for example, approximately 2-to-5% relative frequency of occurrence in reviews). Taken collectively, this implies that sentiment detection should be possible with KWS using a relatively small keyword list, and it is likely to outperform full transcript ASR. Though an ASR system might generate word errors differently than a random substitution word error simulation; however the sentiment distance between the correct ASR word errors vs Randomly selected word errors should be equally large/divergent. Therefore we feel the simulation accurately represents the system's ability to accurately access sentiment of the content. It is difficult to force a predetermined WER in ASR systems for Keyword Spotting.
A. Keyword Spotting Based Sentiment Detection System
In order to build an effective KWS system, we need a compact yet effective keyword list. The Iterative Maximum Entropy Feature Optimization algorithm described in Section III-D allows us to extract the most effective and compact feature sets. As previously shown in Fig. 3 , each iteration provides an increasingly smaller feature set (which can be directly used as the keyword list). Using this approach, we create keyword lists of small (approximately 200, 500, 1 K, and 2 K), to medium (approximately 4K, 8K, and 16K), and large (approximately 32 K, 48 K, 64 K and 80 K) word count sizes.
B. Keyword Spotting System
The KWS system developed is an extension of our KALDI based large vocabulary ASR system from Section Section IV. Using the word lattice generated by the ASR previously in Section IV, a finite state transducer (FST) based method is used to search the word lattices for keywords [72] . In parallel, the word lattices are converted in to phone lattices, and the PCN-KWS (phone confusion network keyword spotting) method employed to search for keywords as well [70] , [71] . Subsequently, the search results from the two methods are combined (by simple likelihood combination) to yield the final keyword result list. The KWS system assigns log-likelihood values to keyword hypotheses in the audio. The higher the value of the log-likelihood, the more confident the hypothesis. Keywords with a likelihood below a certain pruning threshold are rejected, and not used for further computation. In our experiments, we have rejected keywords with log-likelihood below −3 (this threshold value is empirically determined and yields a good equal error rate across many KWS experiments).
C. KWS-ME Hybrid Evaluation System
Maximum entropy is used to compute the sentiment detection likelihood using (2) . The function f i (x k , y j ) in this equation assumes binary values of 0 and 1 either the absence or presence of evidence (i.e., sentiment bearing feature), respectively. Unlike text, using KWS for detecting sentiment bearing terms in audio produces the likelihood of the sentiment bearing feature (a probability number that is between 0 and 1). In order to incorporate keyword detection confidence into the sentiment detection likelihood computation, we propose to set f i (x k , y j ) equal to the exponent of the log-likelihood. In this manner, f i (x k , y j ) can now assume values between 0 and 1, and it represents the confidence of detecting the sentiment bearing feature. The benefit of computing f i (x k , y j ) is this manner is that features that are detected with higher confidence have a greater say in determining the overall sentiment detection outcome. In other words, let c k be the confidence score of kth detected sentiment bearing feature. Now, f i (x k , y j ) in (2) is computed as,
Using the above equation, we compute a new value of the ME sentiment detection likelihood which now incorporates keyword detection confidence into scoring.
VI. TEXT DATABASES
In this study, we have used the following text corpora for our experiments:
1) Amazon Product [14] , and 6) R-T polarity database [55] .
The noted selection attempts to obtain data from various domains (ensuring diversity). Data from such varied sources tend to have inconsistencies in the rating and data representation. For example, some reviews are graded on a rating scale of 1-10, and others on 1-5. In this study, the star ratings for all reviews are normalized by first transforming all ratings to a 5-point scale. Subsequently, ratings of 3 are discarded, ratings below and equal to 2 are labeled negative, while ratings above and equal to 4 are rated positive.
The total dataset contains approximately 53 million reviews, 43 million positive, and 10 million negative. This dataset is used to create balanced training and evaluation datasets for our experiments. In particular, 8 million reviews (4 million positive and 4 million negative reviews) are used for training, 1.1 million reviews for evaluation (550 K positive and 550 K negative), and 2 million reviews for development (1 million positive and 1 million negative). All datasets are chosen randomly and have no overlap.
VII. AUDIO DATABASES
Unlike text sentiment detection which has numerous data sources, audio corpora resources dedicated specifically for sentiment detection task are very limited [64] . In the proposed work we have developed databases in a very controlled manner keeping audio sentiment detection as the main focus. In this context, we have developed two new audio datasets to support our sentiment detection experiments.
A. YouTube Sentiment Audio Database
YouTube videos [65] are an ideal source to collect speech data where speakers follow a natural and spontaneous speaking style while sharing their opinion on a wide variety of topics. We have collected a set of 85 videos (44 positive and 41 negative) that contain people speaking spontaneously. These videos cover a wide range of topics including product reviews, movies, social issues and political opinions. The dataset contains a balanced speaker distribution. It has 55 male speakers, 30 female speakers, and 5 videos with multiple speakers. The average duration of the videos is about 5 minutes with individual video durations ranging from 2 to 15 minutes. The total duration of the evaluation dataset is about 7.5 hours. The audio quality, recording equipment, channel characteristics, and accents/dialects vary across videos. These videos can be accessed via a YouTube playlist: http://bit.ly/YAgoYU.
In order to establish the sentiment ground truth on the YouTube videos, three listeners evaluated the videos and rated them for positive and negative sentiment. The listeners were asked to judge the videos for positive or negative sentiment.
The evaluators were asked to watch the video and listen to the speaker while wearing headsets. They were asked to set volume to a comfortable level and the experiment was conducted in an office environment. Each evaluator judged the sentiment of the speaker in each video on a 5-point scale, where, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 meant extremely negative, negative, neutral, positive, and extremely positive, respectively. In order to determine the final ground truth, the ratings of the three evaluators were averaged to obtain one rating per video. Finally, average ratings of 1 and 2 were considered negative, 4 and 5 positive, and 3 neutral. These decisions were used as ground truth for the experiments presented in this study.
B. UT-Opinion Audio Archive
The YouTube dataset mentioned in the previous section has some drawbacks. It is hard to control factors such as age, gender and accent (and these are relevant variants towards measuring performance of a speech based system). Additionally, the sentiment expressed in YouTube videos is less likely to be subtle (i.e., speakers tended to take extreme positions). Finally, it is hard to get a diverse set of opinions on the same topic (i.e., we find it hard to control for topic as a variable in the study).
In order to overcome the above mentioned issues, we have developed the UT-Dallas Sentiment (UT-Opinion) Audio Archive. In this corpus, each participant was asked 10 questions to illicit opinion. The questions are: 1) Are you aware of our college Mascot TEMOC? Do you like it? 2) Which is the last movie that you saw? Did you like it? 3) Do you remember your last vacation? How was your experience? 4) Are you satisfied with the library and other campus facilities? 5) Are you satisfied with the university's bus/transport facilities? 6) Do you like living in Dallas? 7) What is your opinion about Google Glass? 8) Do you remember the last time you went for a fancy restaurant dinner? What was your experience? 9) Recall the last course you completed. Did you like the class? 10) Would you like a dog as your pet? The questions were asked in an interview style, with the interviewer and participant facing each other. The responses were recorded using a Samsung hand-held tablet. The distance between the participant and the tablet microphone was between 1-to-2.5 ft. After that participant answered the question subjectively, they were also asked to rate their opinion on a scale of 1-to-5 (where, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5: meant extremely negative, negative, neutral, positive, and extremely positive, respectively). This data was collected in various acoustic settings inside the campus, namely, classrooms, hallways, offices, library, gym and street. Altogether, 63 people participated in the study, 43 male and 20 female. Students, staff and faculty participated in the data collection. The ages varied from 19 to 62 years old. The corpus consists of a diverse speaker set including native speakers of American English as well as Arabic, Spanish, Farsi, Mandarin, Korean, Hindi, Tamil, Kannada, Marathi, Bengali, Telugu, Italian and French.
Using the method described in Section VII-A, 5 evaluators listened to the audio data and generated the sentiment ground truth. From the tabulated results, the Inter-Rater agreement for YouTube database is 94.5% and 80.1% for UT-Opinion dataset. It can be observed that when compared to YouTube dataset UT-Opinion has a lower agreement rate. This shows that the sentiment detection for UT-Opinion database is relatively not as easy when compared to YouTube database for human annotators. This is an indication that the sentiment detection for UT-Opinion dataset could also be a challenging task for machines.
VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, experiments on text and audio based sentiment detection are presented. 
A. Text Sentiment Results
In this experiment, we show the accuracy of the automatically generated feature set developed in Section III-C on the text evaluation corpus described in Section VI. The automatically generated feature set in compared to a handcrafted list of 6,800 sentiment features developed by researchers at the University of Chicago for the purposes of text sentiment detection [59] . The handcrafted feature set has been popular and used for building many text based sentiment detection systems [28] , [33] , [34] . The datasets mentioned in Section VI are used for this experiment. Table II shows the The equal error rate (EER) of the above mentioned systems. The EERs for automatically extracted feature set and handcrafted feature set are 8% and 13%, respectively. As expected, the automatically extracted feature set outperforms the handcrafted feature set. There is a 38% reduction in error when both Unigram and Bigram features are used. An interesting point to note is that the handcrafted feature set (7 K features) is only 5% lower in accuracy compared to the automatically extracted feature set (322 K). This shows that typically a small highly discriminative feature set determines the majority of the outcome in sentiment detection. From an audio based sentiment detection perspective, this is an important point since smaller keyword lists are more practical than larger ones.
In another experiment, the proposed ME based sentiment system (with the proposed Iterative Maximum Entropy Feature Optimization) is compared to the Naive Baye's method for sentiment detection in Table III . The same feature set is used for both MaxEnt and Naive Bayes. In this experiment, both methods are evaluated on the widely used comparative dataset corpus which has 3 subdivisions, namely, product reviews, forum reviews, and articles [60] . The results are shown in Table III . It can be seen that the F-Score of proposed ME sentiment system is significantly better than the Naive Baye's sentiment system Fig. 6 . Accuracy distribution curve for proposed hybrid ME-KWS audio sentiment system. This gives information regarding the most optimal keyword list to be used. across all three categories. From a performance perspective, this shows that the proposed ME system is competitive.
B. Audio Sentiment Results
In the first audio experiment, we try to determine the best keyword list for audio based sentiment detection. By using all keyword lists extracted using the method described in Section V-A, we evaluate sentiment detection accuracy for both YouTube and UT-Opinion datasets against each keyword list. Fig. 6 shows sentiment accuracy vs. keyword list size. It shows the impact of choosing larger sized keyword sets in order to improve the overall system accuracy. The intention is to show the saturating behavior of accuracy as we choose more and more keywords. It is observed that accuracy for both YouTube and UT-Opinion first increases as we increase the keyword list size from 200 to 32 K. After 32 K, the accuracy seems to level off before eventually decreasing. Since the smallest keyword lists have the most effective sentiment bearing features, the accuracy initially rises quickly.
As the keyword size grows, the new keywords are relatively less effective, and therefore accuracy does not rise as rapidly. In KWS systems, it is commonly understood that increasing the size of the keyword list can potentially increase the number of false alarms (i.e., the system falsely detects a keyword that is not actually present in the audio). In other words, bigger lists can be less accurate leading to high false alarms. From the trend in Fig. 6 , it appears that incorrectly detected features (due to errors in KWS) in the biggest keyword lists overwhelm the system resulting in a loss of accuracy. It is possible that a high number of false alarms contribute towards this outcome. Since the 48K keyword set gives the best performance, we choose this keyword set for all remaining experiments. Table IV shows the EER of the baseline ASR transcript based sentiment system and the proposed Hybrid ME-KWS based sentiment detection systems. It can be observed that the proposed method outperforms the baseline system on both YouTube and UT-Opinion corpora.
The proposed system yields a +4% absolute improvement on the YouTube dataset (19% relative reduction in error) and a +2.6% absolute improvement on UT-Opinion dataset (8.2% relative reduction in error). Additionally, the performance of both ASR and KWS systems are better on the YouTube dataset when compared to UT-Opinion. The results show that the proposed KWS method for sentiment detection outperforms the baseline ASR method for both corpora. The results also show that sentiment detection task on UT-Opinion is more difficult, perhaps owing to wider variations in accents, noise, and subtly in sentiment expression. Another main reason is that UT-Opinion audio files are shorter in duration and captured in field interview scenarios. Since YouTube files are longer, there is more evidence for consistent sentiment detection, making the task relatively easier. In YouTube, in general, people express stronger opinion than the UT-opinion corpus (we note that the topics in UT-opinion are generally less controversial than many examples in YouTube), which also makes the problem relatively easier. Table V gives a detailed distribution of performance across various parameters of the developed UT-Opinion database. The performance is discussed in terms of accent and environment. It can be observed that the performance is improved in both the cases by using the proposed method. There is a very good improvement in detecting non-native speaker's sentiment using ME-KWS system. Hallway and Gym are very noisy places. The performance in such environments have also increased by the using the proposed method. Human inter-rater agreement being relatively low for UT-Opinion as shown in Section VII-B is further proof that the sentiment detection for this data is a challenge.
But, when compared to YouTube audio database and text based systems the performance is almost less by 15%. Performance on text corporas are high because the data is rich in opinion. In text based reviews, a case where a reviewer doesn't have a strong opinion are seldom less. Reviews with strong sentiment based words are easier to classify. Similarly, in YouTube database the opinions of the expressed by particularly strong and detailed. Hence the performance of the YouTube is relatively comparable to text based systems given some issues introduced by either speech recognition or speech signal related issues. But in UT-opinion the question are more natural and things that people come across in their everyday life.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this study, a new method for recognizing sentiment in audio has been proposed. The analysis shows that overall sentiment (both in audio and text) is governed by few sentiment bearing terms. In order to exploit this fact, a new method that uses Keyword Spotting (KWS) to search for sentiment bearing terms in audio has been proposed. By focussing on the terms that impact decision and ignoring non-sentiment bearing words/phrases, the overall system is more immune to speech recognition errors. Additionally, a new method to create the sentiment bearing keyword list for KWS has also been proposed. The method uses an iterative methodology to automatically extract sentiment bearing keywords from text. Using this method, we are able to build more practical systems that utilize equal to or less than 48 K keywords. Additionally, a new method for sentiment scoring that combines keyword spotting likelihood (or confidence) into Maximum Entropy likelihood computation has also been proposed. Furthermore, a new corpus for audio sentiment evaluation has been collected and presented in this study. The new corpus is called UT-Opinion and to the best of our knowledge, is one of its kind for audio based sentiment detection. Finally, we have presented the evaluation of the proposed system on YouTube and UT-Opinion corpora. The new method has been compared to a baseline system that uses raw transcripts from ASR and feeds it to text based sentiment classifier. Our experimental results show that the new method outperforms the baseline system by reducing the error rate by 19% relative in YouTube, and 8% relative in UT-Opinion. While the new method improves upon audio based sentiment detection, there is room for further improvement. For example, addressing the traditional robustness problems of ASR (accent, noise, etc.) can have significant impact of performance. Another areas of work could focus on using pure speech features to augment lexical information drawn for speech recognition to do speech sentiment detection. 
